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Abstract
Calling context proﬁling collects statistics separately for each calling context. Complete calling context
proﬁles that faithfully represent overall program execution are important for a sound analysis of program
behavior, which in turn is important for program understanding, reverse engineering, and workload charac-
terization. Many existing calling context proﬁlers for Java rely on sampling or on incomplete instrumentation
techniques, yielding incomplete proﬁles; others rely on Java Virtual Machine (JVM) modiﬁcations or work
only with one speciﬁc JVM, thus compromising portability. In this paper we present a new calling con-
text proﬁler for Java that reconciles completeness of the collected proﬁles and full compatibility with any
standard JVM. In order to reduce measurement perturbation, our proﬁler collects platform-independent
dynamic metrics, such as the number of method invocations and the number of executed bytecodes. In
contrast to prevailing calling context proﬁlers, our tool is able to distinguish between multiple call sites in
a method and supports selective proﬁling of (the dynamic extent of) certain methods. We have evaluate
the overhead introduced by our proﬁler with standard Java and Scala benchmarks on a range of diﬀerent
JVMs.
Keywords: Calling Context Proﬁling, JP2, Bytecode Instrumentation, Dynamic Metrics
1 Introduction
Calling context proﬁling is a common proﬁling technique that helps analyse the
dynamic inter-procedural control ﬂow of applications. It is particularly important
for understanding and optimizing object-oriented software, where polymorphism
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and dynamic binding hinder static analyses. Calling context proﬁling hereby col-
lects statistics separately for each calling context, such as the number of method
invocations or the CPU time spent in a calling context.
Both the dynamic call graph (DCG) and the Calling Context Tree (CCT) are
well-known data structures often used for performance characterization and op-
timization [1]. The nodes in the respective data structures are associated with
proﬁling information. Such a proﬁle can include a wide range of dynamic metrics,
e.g., execution times or cache misses. Platform-independent dynamic metrics such
as the number of method invocations or executed bytecodes are of particular inter-
est in the area of performance characterization. These metrics are reproducible, 3
accurate, portable, and comparable [12,4].
Unlike a context-insensitive DCG, a CCT in principle is capable of capturing the
complete context of a call. Still, CCTs generated by state-of-the-art proﬁlers [17]
are missing one key bit of information present in the well-known labelled variant
of DCGs: information about the individual site at which a call is made. In other
words, while keeping track of numerous methods in entire call chains, many calling
context proﬁlers are unable to distinguish between multiple call sites within a single
method.
In this paper, we introduce JP2, a call-site-aware proﬁler for both platform-
independent and complete calling context proﬁling. The proﬁler is based on portable
bytecode instrumentation techniques for generating its proﬁling data structures at
runtime. Besides two counters for the number of method executions and number of
executed bytecodes, each calling context tracks the current bytecode position; this
enables JP to distinguish between the call sites within a single method.
While several of these features were already present in our earlier JP tool [6],
this paper makes several unique contributions:
• A detailed description of JP2, the ﬁrst call-site aware proﬁler to capture complete
CCTs.
• A description of how JP2 can temporary disable proﬁling for the current thread
without breaking the CCT’s structure, hence collecting only appropriate proﬁles.
• A rigorous evaluation of JP2’s performance on 3 virtual machines and 22 Java
and Scala benchmarks [7,21].
This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 gives background information on
platform-independent dynamic metrics and CCTs. Section 3 describes the tool’s
design. Section 4 details our performance evaluation on a range of benchmarks and
virtual machines. Section 5 discusses related work, before Section 6 concludes.
2 Background
In the following we give a brief overview of both platform-independent dynamic
metrics and the Calling Context Tree data structure.
3 For deterministic programs with deterministic thread scheduling.
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2.1 Platform-independent Dynamic Metrics
Most state-of-the-art proﬁlers rely on dynamic metrics that are highly platform-
dependent. In particular, elapsed CPU or wallclock time are metrics commonly
used by proﬁlers. However, these metrics have several drawbacks: For the same
program and input, the time measured can diﬀer signiﬁcantly depending on the
hardware, operating system, and virtual machine implementation. Moreover, mea-
suring execution time accurately may require platform-speciﬁc features (such as
special operating system functions), which limits the portability of the proﬁlers. In
addition, it is usually impossible to faithfully reproduce measurement results.
For these reasons, we follow a diﬀerent approach that uses only platform-
independent dynamic metrics [12,4], namely the number of method invocations and
the number of executed bytecodes. The beneﬁts of using such metrics are fourfold:
(i) Measurements are accurate; proﬁling itself does not aﬀect the generated proﬁle
and will not cause measurement perturbations.
(ii) Proﬁlers can be implemented in a portable way; one can execute them on
diﬀerent hardware, operating systems, and virtual machines.
(iii) The proﬁles made in diﬀerent environments are comparable, as they rely on the
same set of platform-independent metrics.
(iv) For deterministic programs, measurements are reproducible.
Although information on the number of method invocations is a common met-
ric supported by many available proﬁling tools, some proﬁlers do not diﬀerentiate
between diﬀerent calling contexts or keep calling contexts only up to a pre-deﬁned
depth. In contrast, our approach is able to associate both the number of method
invocations and the number of executed bytecodes with calling contexts of arbitrary
depth.
2.2 The Calling Context Tree (CCT)
The Calling Context Tree (CCT) [1] is a common data structure to represent calling
context proﬁles at runtime [1,2,25,22,26,9]. Each node in a CCT corresponds to a
calling context and keeps the dynamic metrics measured for that particular calling
context; it also refers to the method in which the metrics were collected. The parent
of a CCT node represents the caller’s context, while the children nodes correspond
to the callee methods. If the same method is invoked in distinct calling contexts,
the diﬀerent invocations are thus represented by distinct nodes in the CCT. In
contrast, if the same method is invoked multiple times in the same calling context
and from the same call site, the dynamic metrics collected during the executions of
that method are kept in the same CCT node. The CCT thus makes it possible to
distinguish dynamic metrics by their calling context. This level of detail is useful in
many areas of software engineering such as proﬁling [1], debugging [3], testing [20],
and reverse engineering [15].
It should be noted that the data structure itself does not impose any restrictions
on the number and kind of dynamic metrics kept in the CCT nodes; in particular,
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void main(String[] args) {
for (int j = 0; j < 20; j++) {
f(j);
g(j);
for (int k = 1; k < j/2; k++)
h(k);
}
}
void f(int n) {
int k = g(n);
k = h(k) ∗ k;
}
int g(int n) {
if (n % 2 == 0)
return h(n / 2);
else
return g(n + 1);
}
void i(int n) {
n = n ∗ n;
}
int h(int n) {
i(n);
return n − 1;
}
(a) Sample code
root
main(String[])1
1066
f(int)20
180
g(int)20
180
h(int)10
60
i(int)10
50
g(int)10
90
h(int)10
60
i(int)10
50
h(int)20
120
i(int)20
100
g(int)20
180
h(int)10
60
i(int)10
50
h(int)72
432
g(int)10
90
h(int)10
60
i(int)10
50
i(int)72
360
(b) Generate CCT (conceptual representation)
Fig. 1. Sample Java code and the CCT generated for one execution of method main(String[]). As dy-
namic metrics, each CCT node stores the number of method invocations (m) and the number of executed
bytecodes (n) in the corresponding calling context.
these metrics may be platform-dependent (CPU time, number of cache misses) or
platform-independent (number of method invocations 4 , number of executed byte-
codes, number of object allocations). In the following, we will restrict the discussion
to two platform-independent metrics: the number of method invocations and the
number of executed bytecodes. Fig. 1 exempliﬁes such a CCT data structure, which
stores both metrics.
CCTs are most useful if they faithfully represent overall program execution. We
thus require that a complete CCT contains all method invocations made after an
initial JVM bootstrapping phase 5 , where either the caller or the callee is a Java
method, i.e., a method not written in native code. The following method invocations
must therefore be present within the CCT:
(i) A Java method invoking another Java method.
(ii) A Java method invoking a native method.
(iii) Native code invoking a Java method (e.g., callback from native code into byte-
4 In this paper we do not distinguish between methods and constructors; ‘method’ denotes both ‘methods’
and ‘constructors’.
5 At the latest, this phase ends with the invocation of the program’s main(String[]) method.
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Fig. 2. The architecture of JP2.
code through the Java Native Interface (JNI), class loading, or class initializa-
tion)
Regarding method invocation through reﬂection, the above deﬁnition of com-
pleteness implies that any method called through reﬂection (Method.invoke(...),
Constructor.newInstance(...)) must be represented in the CCT.
There are several variations of the CCT supported by our tool. For instance,
calls to the same method from diﬀerent call sites in a caller may be represented by
the same node or by diﬀerent nodes in the CCT. Moreover, in the case of recursion,
the depth of the CCT may be unbounded, representing each recursive call to a
method by a separate CCT node, or alternatively recursive calls might be stored in
the same node, limiting the depth of the CCT and introducing back-edges into the
CCT [1].
3 Tool Design
In this section we describe the design and the architecture of our tool. First, Sec-
tion 3.1 discusses both the design and the weaknesses of a previous version of the
tool. Next, Section 3.2 presents our new design implemented in the JP2 proﬁler.
Finally, Section 3.3 explains how JP2 deals with native methods.
3.1 Old Design (JP)
Our previous proﬁler, JP [17,6], is based on the generic bytecode instrumentation
framework FERRARI [5], which allows us to statically instrument the Java class
library and apply load-time instrumentation to all other classes. JP extends method
signatures in order to pass a CCT node reference from the caller to the callee as an
argument. Therefore, each method invocation keeps a reference to its corresponding
CCT node in a local variable. Furthermore, for each method a static ﬁeld is added
to hold the corresponding method identiﬁer and the class initializer is instrumented
to allocate those method identiﬁers. For compatibility with native code, wrapper
methods with unmodiﬁed signatures are added to allow native code, which is not
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aware of the additional argument, to invoke the instrumented method through the
JNI.
This approach introduces compatibility problems with recent JVMs because
some methods cannot be overloaded in this fashion. Moreover, the additional stack
frames introduced by wrapping methods can break stack introspection. Further-
more, static instrumentation of the Java class library is time consuming and incon-
venient to the user. Finally, JP is unable to distinguish between diﬀerent call sites
and one cannot selectively enable or disable metrics collection for a certain calling
context, e.g., for a benchmark’s harness.
3.2 New Design (JP2)
Fig. 2 depicts the architecture of JP2, our revised design which addresses all of JP’s
weaknesses mentioned above. JP2 includes two main components with the following
responsibilities:
(i) The JP2 Agent is a Java programming language agent; it initializes JP2 upon
JVM startup.
(ii) The JP2 Transformer, which is based on the ASM bytecode engineering
libary 6 , is responsible for the necessary bytecode instrumentation.
Upon startup, the JVM invokes the premain() method of the JP2 Agent be-
fore any application code is executed. The agent registers the transformer using
the standard java.lang.instrument API. Through this API, the agent then triggers
retransformation of classes that have already been loaded during JVM startup. Dur-
ing retransformation, the JVM calls back the transformer, which instruments the
classes. The JP2 Transformer receives transform() requests both for classes to be
retransformed, as well as for newly loaded classes (see Fig. 2).
In contrast to JP, JP2 does not need to extend any method signatures in order to
pass a CCT node; instead, it uses thread-local variables to store references to them.
Moreover, instead of adding static ﬁelds storing the method identiﬁers, JP2 uses
string constants which simply reside in the class ﬁle’s constant pool; thus, there is
no need for extending the class initializer anymore. Fig. 3 illustrates the instrumen-
tation the JP2 Transformer applies. Depicted to the left is the method f() before
transformation; depicted to the right is the corresponding instrumented version. 7
The transformer inserts invocations to static methods in class JP2Runtime shown
in Fig. 4, which are explained below.
setBI(int callerBI), getBI() Store the caller’s bytecode position in a thread-
local variable, respectively load the stored bytecode position (BI) from the thread-
local variable.
setCurrentNode(CCTNode n), getCurrentNode() Store the current
thread’s current CCT node in a thread-local variable, respectively load the
6 See http://asm.ow2.org/.
7 To improve readability, all transformations are shown in Java-based pseudo code, although JP2 works at
the JVM bytecode level.
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BI
5:
7:
void f() {
while (true) {
if (i <= 10) {
h();
g(i);
++i;
} else {
return;
}
}
}
(a) Before Instrumentation
void f() {
int callerBI = JP2Runtime.getBI();
CCTNode caller = JP2Runtime.getCurrentNode();
CCTNode callee = caller.proﬁleCall(”f()”, callerBI);
try {
callee.proﬁleBytecodes(2);
while (true) {
callee.proﬁleBytecodes(3);
if (i <= 10){
callee.proﬁleBytecodes(5);
JP2Runtime.setBI(5);
h();
JP2Runtime.setBI(7);
g(i);
++i;
} else {
callee.proﬁleBytecodes(1);
return;
}
}
} ﬁnally {
JP2Runtime.setCurrentNode(caller);
JP2Runtime.setBI(callerBI);
}
}
(b) After Instrumentation
Fig. 3. Example of Java code instrumented by JP2.
public class JP2Runtime {
public static int getBI() {...}
public static void setBI(int callerBI) {...}
public static CCTNode getCurrentNode() {...}
public static void setCurrentNode(CCTNode n) {...}
}
public interface CCTNode {
CCTNode proﬁleCall(String methodID, int callerBI);
void proﬁleBytecodes(int i);
}
Fig. 4. Runtime classes used by JP2.
current CCT node from a thread-local variable.
Hereby, CCTNode is an interface shown in Fig. 4, whose methods perform the
following functions:
proﬁleCall(String methodID, int callerBI) Return the callee of the method
in the CCT; if there is no such node, register it.
proﬁleBytecodes(int) Update the counter keeping the number of executed byte-
codes.
It is crucial to restore the caller’s bytecode position in the ﬁnally block because
class loading and class initialization may be triggered between a call to setBI(int) in
a caller and the subsequent method call, which may in turn update the thread-local
variable.
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native boolean foo(int x);
(a) Before wrapping
boolean foo(int x) {
return wrapped foo(x);
}
native boolean wrapped foo(int x);
(b) After wrapping
Fig. 5. Example of a native method wrapped by JP2.
JP2 counts bytecodes per basic block using the same algorithm as JP [6]: only
bytecodes that may change the control ﬂow non-sequentially (i.e., jumps, branches,
return of method or JVM subroutine, exception throwing) end a basic block. This
algorithm creates rather large basic blocks, such that the number of updates to the
bytecode counter is kept low. This reduces runtime overhead without signiﬁcantly
aﬀecting accuracy [6].
JP2 provides a mechanism to temporarily disable the execution of instrumenta-
tion code for each thread. Assume that instrumentation code itself uses methods
from the Java class library, which has already been instrumented. This will cause
inﬁnite recursions. To sidestep this issue, JP2 uses code duplication within method
bodies in order to keep the non-instrumented bytecode version together with the
instrumented code, and inserts a conditional upon the method entry in order to
select the version to be executed. [16]
JP2 allows to selectively activate and deactivate the collection of dynamic met-
rics for each thread without breaking the structure of the CCT. In Section 4 we
use this feature to collect proper proﬁles only for the execution of the benchmarks,
excluding the execution in the harness and the JVM’s startup and shutdown se-
quences.
3.3 Native Methods
To gather complete proﬁles, JP2 has to keep track of all native method invocations
as well as callbacks from those native methods. Since native methods do not have
any bytecode representation, they cannot be instrumented directly. As illustrated
by Fig. 5, JP2 thus adds simple wrapper methods with unmodiﬁed signatures.
Native method preﬁxing [23], a functionality introduced in Java 6, is used to rename
native methods and introduce a bytecode implementation with the name of the
original native method. However, certain limitations prevent JP2 from applying
the transformation at runtime to classes loaded during JVM bootstrapping. While
class redeﬁnition may change method bodies, the constant pool and attributes,
it cannot add, remove or rename ﬁelds or methods, and change the signatures of
methods. Therefore, JP2 is accompanied by a static tool, whose sole purpose is to
add those wrappers to the Java class library.
This is the only circumstance under which JP2 has to resort to static instru-
mentation, which should be done before any dynamic instrumentation. Later, the
wrapped Java class library is added at the beginning of the boot class path. Since
the JVM needs to invoke native methods upon bootstrapping, JP2 has to make it
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aware of the added preﬁx. Therefore, a JVMTI agent, which only informs the JVM
about the preﬁx, needs to be passed as a command line option to the JVM.
4 Evaluation
In order for a proﬁling tool to be universally useful, it has to be stable and portable.
Furthermore, it must not impose prohibitive measurement overhead, i.e., slow down
the application by orders of magnitude. In our evaluation we show that JP2 has
all three properties; when running a diverse selection of benchmarks on a set of
production JVMs it imposes acceptable runtime overhead.
To this end, we have evaluated the runtime overhead incurred by JP2 using
two diﬀerent benchmark suites: the DaCapo 9.12-bach benchmark suite [7] and a
DaCapo-based benchmark suite consisting of Scala programs, which is under active
development by one of the authors [21]. In either case, the measurements exclude
the startup and shutdown of both JVM and benchmark harness. JP2 itself has also
been conﬁgured to collect dynamic metrics only for the benchmark proper, of whose
iterations it is notiﬁed using the callback mechanisms provided by the benchmark
harness (Callback).
To both show that JP2 is portable and to assess the eﬀect a given JVM can have
on the runtime overhead incurred by JP2, we have performed all measurements
using three conﬁgurations representative of modern production JVMs: the HotSpot
Server VM 8 , the HotSpot Client VM, 8 and the JRockit VM 9 . All benchmarks
have been run on a 2.33 GHz Core 2 Duo dual core E6550 processor with 2 GB of
main memory, 32 KB L1 data and instruction caches, and 4096 KB L2 cache; its
entire main memory has been available to the JVM (-Xmx2G). During benchmarking,
the computer was operating in single-user mode under Ubuntu Linux 9.10 (kernel
2.6.31).
Fig. 6 depicts the overhead incurred by JP2 during the ﬁrst iteration of the 14
DaCapo 9.12 benchmarks when using the three virtual machines mentioned above.
As can be seen, on most virtual machines the overhead is moderate; the slowdown
is less than one order of magnitude. The only exception from this is the HotSpot
Client VM. Here, JP2 incurs signiﬁcantly higher overheads, as the VM’s client
compiler [13] copes less well than the server compiler [19] with the instrumentation
inserted by JP2. But as JP2 produces mostly platform-independent proﬁles, it is
often possible to reduce overheads to acceptable levels simply by choosing a diﬀerent
virtual machine that copes better with JP2’s instrumentation; the resulting CCTs
will diﬀer only within the platform-speciﬁc part of the given Java class library, not
within the application.
Also, part of the runtime overhead is incurred by JP2 only upon class-loading,
i.e., when newly loaded classes are instrumented. Fig. 7 illustrates this fact; the
absolute overhead diminishes over the course of several iterations of a benchmark or
during long-running applications. The relative overhead, however, increases, as the
8 JRE build 1.6.0 22-b04, JVM build 17.1-b03
9 JRE build 1.6.0 20-b02, JVM build R28.0.1-21-133393-1.6.0 20-20100512-2126-linux-ia32
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Fig. 6. Runtime overhead (5 invocations, arithmetic mean ± sample standard deviation) incurred by JP2
during the ﬁrst iteration of 14 Java benchmarks on 3 diﬀerent JVMs.
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Fig. 7. Runtime (5 invocations, arithmetic mean ± sample standard deviation) with ( ) and with-
out ( ) JP2 over serveral iterations of three benchmarks on the HotSpot Server VM.
more advanced optimizations performed by the just-in-time compiler during later
iterations are hindered by the instrumentation inserted by JP2.
Fig. 8 depicts the overhead incurred by JP2 on a set of Scala benchmarks. As
the CCTs generated for several benchmarks (kiama, scalac, and scaladoc) exceed
the heap’s capacity of 2 GB, only the small input size has been used for those
benchmarks. But when compared to the Java benchmarks of Fig. 6, the overhead
incurred by JP2 on the Scala benchmarks is remarkably similar: For only two
benchmarks (scalaxb, tmt), the HotSpot Server VM, which performs best with JP2
on the Java benchmarks, experiences more than moderate performance degradation
on the Scala benchmarks.
Fig. 9 shows two key properties of the CCTs generated for various benchmark
programs: the number of unique methods called and the number of CCT nodes
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Fig. 9. Number of called methods and number of generated CCT nodes for diﬀerent benchmarks. (For some
Scala benchmarks, only the small† input size was measured.)
that result therefrom. As JP2 has to keep the CCT in memory, benchmarks with
millions of CCT nodes (the Java benchmarks eclipse, jython, and pmd; the Scala
benchmarks scalac, specs, and tmt) naturally put additional pressure on the JVM’s
garbage collector, which has to trace a large data structure that never dies till VM
shutdown. Nevertheless, as Fig. 9 shows, JP2 is able to deal with large programs
consisting of tens of thousands of methods.
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5 Related Work
Calling context proﬁling has been explored by many researchers. Existing ap-
proaches that create accurate CCTs [22,1] suﬀer from considerable overhead.
Sampling-based proﬁles promise a seemingly simple solution to the problem of large
proﬁling overheads. However, as Mytkowicz et al. have recently shown [18], imple-
menting sampling-based proﬁlers correctly such that the resulting proﬁles are at
least “actionable” if not accurate is an intricate problem which many implementa-
tions fail to solve. JP2 sidesteps this issue by focussing on machine-independent
metrics, which it measures both accurately and with moderate proﬁling overhead.
Dufour et al. [11] present a variety of dynamic metrics, including bytecode
metrics, for selected Java programs, such as the SPEC JVM98 benchmarks [24].
They introduce a tool called *J [12] for the metrics computation. *J relies on the
JVMPI [14], a proﬁling interface for the JVM, whose use is known to cause high
overhead when recording, e.g., method entry and exit events like JP2 does 10 . Fur-
thermore, JVMPI is an interface no longer supported as of the Java 6 release (late
2006).
The NetBeans Proﬁler 11 integrates Sun’s JFluid proﬁling technology [10] into
the NetBeans IDE. JFluid exploits dynamic bytecode instrumentation and code
hotswapping in order to turn proﬁling on and oﬀ dynamically, for the whole appli-
cation or just a subset of it. However, this tool needs a customized JVM and is
therefore only available for a limited set of environments. In contrast, JP2 works
with any standard JVM without customization.
The Probabilistic Calling Context (PCC) approach due to Bond et al. [9] con-
tinuously maintains a probabilistically unique value representing the current calling
context. As this value can be eﬃciently computed, the approach causes rather low
overhead, if supported by a customized virtual machine. But due to its probabilistic
nature PPC does not always produce completely accurate proﬁles. Recent research,
however, has shown that is often possible to reconstruct a signiﬁcant amount of
context oﬄine [8].
6 Conclusion
In this paper we presented JP2, a new tool for complete platform-independent
calling context proﬁling. JP2 relies on bytecode transformation technique in order
to create CCTs with platform-independent dynamic metrics, such as the number of
method invocations and the number of executed bytecodes. In contrast to prevailing
proﬁlers, JP2 is able to distinguish between multiple call sites in a method and
supports selective proﬁling of certain methods. We have evaluated the overhead
caused by JP2 with standard Java and Scala benchmarks on a range of diﬀerent
JVMs.
10For the fop Java benchmark, e.g., *J increases runtime by a factor of 33.
11See http://profiler.netbeans.org/ .
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